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FOREWORD

The contribution which farming makes to the national income depends

amongst other things on the industry's structure, and this is something

over which the occupier usually has little control. Some farms are

too small to be able to make the best use of modern science and equipment,

and others can only give of their best if they are amalgamated with small,

or larger, holdings. But farming is a dynamic industry and the farms

are constantly changing hands so that opportunities for improvements

in structure occur quite frequently. Changes in farm occupation in

Yorkshire and the reasons for them have formed the basis of two recent

studies by Mr. Ian Simpson, assisted in the field by Mr. Richard How.

The conclusions are discussed in the following pages.
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I. CH[NGEE IN FARMING OCCUPATION IN TIE EAST AND VEST RIDINGS OF
YORKSHIRE 1965  to 1966.

Summary 

1. Farming structure,the pattern formed by the number, size and
natutre of the farms making up the farming industry - has a major

influence on efficiency and response to external factors.

2. The Agricultural Statistics record a national trend towards the

enlargement of farm holdings particularly in last 12 to 13 years.

Analysis of Yorkshire parish statistics shows that the proportionate

rate of enlargement has not varied greatly as between districtslhence

absolute gains have been greatest in districts where holdings were

already large.

3. Yorkshire data on holdings where a change of occupier .occurred between

1965 and 1966, show that turnover rates varied quite widely between the

three ridings and for different sizes of holdings. In the East Riding

for 1965-66 acquisitions for amalgamation with existing holdings appear
to have considerably exceeded acquisitions for farming as a single unit.

4. Holdings with 20 acres or more of crops and grass where a change

of occupier was registered between June 1965 and June 1966, were

surveyed in the East and Vest hidings in order. to obtain a more complete

picture of current change. Records were obtained for 159 holdihgs.

These were classed as those taken over by: .

a) New farmers (32

Farmers changing farms (23

c) Farmers taking over from
relatives (15)

d) Farmers adding to the area
farmed (89)

5. The characteristics of these different cat ego ri es of occupier

are dis'aussed in the report. Among points noted are the modest

scale on which most new farmers commenced, the tendency of landlords t o

increase the area farmed in hand and the policies of progressive growth

adopted by a number of the amalgamating farmers.

6. Changes in system following the change of occupier are classified,

These were more pronounced on arable than grassland farms, frequently

involving additional cropping and less grass. Employment was

sharply reduced, particularly on holdings acquired by new farmers or

as additions to existing farms.

7. Capital requirements depended in the first place on thether the

holdings were purchased or rented. The average price of purchased

holdings (excluding those with substantial rough grazing was £189 per

acre). Of this cost 48 per cent was met from farmers' persoral

resources, 16 per cent from bank loans and the remainder from various

other sources.
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8. The amount of medium and short term capital used related to
the oircumstances of the new occupiers. New farmers found means
of keeping their initial outlays well below those of established
farmers. Amalgamators were able to economise through the use of
already existing spare capacity. Bank loans were the principal
external source of this type of capital.

9. Generally farmers did not prepare detailed budgets prior to
acquiring their holdings. Most, however, took care not to incur
new commitments which could put the continuance of their businesses
at risk.

10. At present expansionist farmers have considerable advantages
over others in the acquisition of vacant farms. The rate of growth
in farm sizes would seem to be held back principally by the rate at
which holdings fall vacant. Rather over half the survey holdings
became vacant because of death or retirement.

11. The trend to amalgamation together with the taking in hand by

landlords of additional land for direct farming, restricts entry into

the occupation of farming. There is little evidence of new managerial

posts being created to compensate for this.

12. Data from farm accounts indicate that tip present trend to

larger farms is economically beneficial.
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Structural Change

The structure of farming refers to the aggregate pattern farmed by

the independent firms of diverse size and character which together make

up the farming industry. This structure • changes and evolves in

response to technical, economic and political forces but owing to

institutional rigidities, the rate of charge can be expe•ted to be less

than that required to achieve the maximum economic efficiency. It is•

probable that the structure of farming is a major determinant .not only

of the overall level of efficiency but also of the response made by the

industry to changes in relative prices. The ability to raise

external capital is greatly affected by the nature of the firms within

the industry, and farming structure also has an important influence on

the welfare of those engaged in agriculture and in the division of the

total available income. All these factors make it desirable that

information should be available not only on the current structure of

farming but also of the ways in which it is changing.

Table I. Numbers of Holdings in Different Size Groups_
1905 to 1966 England and Wales.

Acres of Crops and Grass
l 3 5 ... A • i 0 .... 24-9-i7 Over 300 Total

1905 91,574 198,293 127,506 15,200 432,573

1916 87,502 197,191 130,140 14,132 428,965

1926 74,185 187,641 128,262 12,580 402,668

1936 65,150 168,715 128,404 11,866 374,135

1946 67,691 156,297 125,002 12,458 361,448

1956 78,112 150,723 123,028 13,162 365,025

1966 63,546 122,737 110,175 15,724 312,182

Source: Agricultural Statistics, England and Wales.
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A certain amount of information on Structural change can be

obtained from the agricultural census .statistics. - In particular

these provide a continuous record of the numbers of farm holdings coming

into the various acreage size groups. Table I shows .the general

picture from 1905. to 1966 and reVeals' that in the first half of the

century there was comparatively little change, particularly in the

holdings with 50 acres- or more of crops and grass which accounted for

the greater part of the agricultural area. The decrease in the

holdings with 300 acres or more of crops and grass in the early part of

the century was at least in part due to land being reclassed. as rough

grazing rather than to a real charge in the numbers within this category.

Holdings with under 50 acres decreased slowly over the whole period

although this trend is masked by the enumeration of previously unrecodded

holdings at the end of the second World War. Between 1956 and 1966,

the reduction in the number of these smaller holdings accelerated and

for the first time -those in the 50 to 299-acre category also showed a

significant reduction. Holdings of 300 acres or more increased in

number by as much as 19 per cent in this period. The more recent

trends are shown in detail in Table 2. Since 1952 the numbers of

holdings in the large acreage groups have risen with those having over

700 acres showing an increase of over 70 per cent. • The period of

stability had come to an end • by the mid-fifties and recent years have

witnessed a not insignificant rate of change.

These statistics on the areas comprising individual holdings have

a number of deficiences as a record of the cir,nges in farm structure.

The area of a farm holding is a poor indicator of the size of the farm

business since this depends not only on the amount of land held but also

on the intensity with which it is farmed. Recently the Ministry of

Agriculture has attempted to oyercome, this problem by estimating total

labour requirements on the basis of standard man days related to stock

nUmbers and crop areas. This, although still a crude measure,

•
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provides a better index of the size of business. As yet, however,

holding data in terms of man day requirements has not been published

either for a long enough period or in sufficient detail for trends to

be clearly identified, while the revisions needed from time to time to

update the requirements per unit may conceal changes in scale in

terms of monetary output. A major problem in the use of the census

data is that some farming businesses operate a number of holdings for

which separate returns are made. Occupiers are asked to include

holdings on a single return if they are farmed together in the sense

that they are so managed - "that their supplies of machinery,

livestock, feedingstuffs, or of manpower are, as may be needed,

pooled together". This ruling excludes financial management which

by itself can be taken as an indication of operation as a unified

business. Even where holdings are in fact managed together in the

sense given, there are a considerable number of cases where for one

reason or another separate returns are still being made. To discover

the true picture, it is necessary to go beyond the census returns

and visit the individual farms and holdings. This provides the

opportunity to find out not only what is happening but why it is

happening. Surveys involving such visits were carried out • in the

East and rest Ridings during 1967 and 1968 and the results are

presented in the subsequent parts of this eeobiou. The interest

was primarily in identifying the direction of structural change rather

than the current. structural pattern as such and for this reason the

surveys were confined to those holdings where a change of occupier -

had occurred comparatively recently, to be precise between June 1965

and June 1966.
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Overall Rate-- ofj22110,11LilLmal

Changes in the occupation of agricultural holdings arc recorded by

the Agricultural Census Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture in

connection with the annual June census and the sample quarterly censuses.
Holdings are recorded as having either a new occupier or as forming

additions to the (misting holdings depending on whether or not they

continue to be recorded on a separate census form or are entered on
a form together with the details for already occupied holdings. As
explained above even where a separate return continues to be made, the
holding may have been effectively amalgamated with other holdings to
form part of a larger business. - The Agricultural Census Branch,
whose assistance with this project is warmly acknowledged, undertook a

complete enumeration of all changes of occupation which were recorded
in Yorkshire between the June 1965 census and that a year later for
holdings with 20 acres or more of crops and grass. Semple lists of

holdings were drawn for the surveys on the basis of this enumeration.

Contacts with the occupiers of holdings in the samples, revealed that
a significant proportion (23.6 per -cent in the West Riding and 18:5 per

cent in the East Riding) of these did not actually meet the requirements
of having had an effective change of occupier within the chosen

period. This should not, however, be taken to imply that the

samples were wrongly drawn. Aany of the errors could be accounted

for by inaccurate filling of the census forms by occupiers or by

delays in notifying changes. In some casus a change of occupier was
registered when all that had actually happened was a change in the name
of the existing occupier as may occur when a farmer converts his

business into a limited company or a son is brought into partnership.

To a certain, but obviously unknown, extent the extraneous holdings

would be balanced by those that should have been included in the samples

but which for various reasons were not.
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In*spite of these imperfections, it is of some interest to relate

the total recorded changes between 1965 and 1966 to the total number of

holdings in the Ridings to give an indication of overall rates of

turnover. This is done in Table 3, which includes figures for the
North Riding as well as the other two Ridings although this was not

covered by the surveys. In addition to the limitations listed above,

it should be noted that it is possible for both a change of occupancy

and an increase in area to occur on the same holding within one year.

This possibility of double counting means that the percentage rates

under the two headings when added together may exaggerate the overall rate

of change although it is unlikely that the discrepancy will be large.

Only four cases of double entry were discovered among the 159 holdings

visited.

Table 3. Rates of Occupancy ,Chaneg_gnd AmaluEglion_j_n Three

Yorkshire Ridinqs
_

Holding
Size Acres
(crops and
grass)

Percent Total Holdings with
Change of Occupier.

Percent Total Holdings with
area increase of 20 acres

or more.

West.R. East.R.
.............._...

North.R. West.R. East.R. North.R.

20 — 99* 8.9 3.0 4.7 1.2 1.4 1.9

100-2991 6.1 1.9 3.4 2.6 3.6 3.5
300 & over 3.6 2.7 3.1 13.5 5.2 5.5

All ' 7.8 2.5 4.1 2.2 3.0 2.8

The percentage of holdings recorded as having a change of occupier

was much higher in the 'Jest Riding than in the other two Ridings

particularly in the 20 to 99 acres group. Holdings of this size
are more numerous in the West Riding accounting for 66 per cent of all
those with more than 20 acres as against 39 per cent in the East and
53 per cent in the North Riding. Atany of the small West Riding

holdings are classed as "part time" on the standard man days
classification and would be represented typically by the small upland
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holdings in the industrial Pennine valleys. The proportion of

these having a change of occupier appeared to be particularly high,

and a main cause for the high overall rate. In the East and North

Ridings by contrast the rate of change for part-time holdings was not

very different from that for full-time holdings. There seems no

simple explanation far the relatively high rate of change for the 100

to 299-acre West Riding holdings since here the changes were spread over

most type of farming groups.

The percentage of holdings ha-zing an increase in area of 20 acres

or more shows much less variation between the Ridings, the only exception

being the high percentage for West Riding holdings with over 300 acres

of crops and grass. It is perhaps to be expected that the percentage

of holdings affected should rise with increasing area since an addition

of 20 acres becomes of less significance the larger the area of the

original holding. Taking both occupier changes and area increases

into account it would seem that in aglpngate somewhere around one in

twenty of the East Riding holdings of 20 acres or above changed hands in

1965 and 1966, for the West Riding the figure may have approached one in

ten while that in the North Riding was between these two points.

Although these figures are far from perfect it would nevertheless be

valuable if they could be collected for all counties on a yearly basis to.

provide an indication of trends over time.

Table 3 shows that for the larger size groups the number of holdings
being increased in area exceeded that of those having a change of

occupier thus indicating a strong trend towards amalgamation. The

relative percentages shown in fact under estimate the importance of this

trend since many of the holdings recorded as having a change of occupier

were in fact amalgamated. Out of 36 Fast Riding holdings recorded as

having an occupier change, 14 were found when visited to have been

amalgamated and a similar situation was found on 16 of the 61 West Riding

holdings in this category.
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The survey samples' were not large enough to provide an

indication of the areas in the two Ridings most affected by this

trend towards amalgamation but some information has been obtained

by comparing the numbers and areas of holdings in selected groups

of parishes in 1962 and 1966. This is summarised in Table 4.
Although records were readily available only for a period of four

years, it will be seen that significant reductions occurred in the

numbers of holdings in all districts with consequential increases

in the average areas per holding. The percentage rates of

change did not differ very markedly between districts and there is

no clear indication that amalgamations were more frequent in say

arable rather than grass districts or vice-versa. In absolute

terms of course, the increase in holding size was greatest in

districts already characterised by large holdings. To quote the

extremes, a.6.5 per cent increase on the Wolds represented an

addition of 15.6 acres to the average holding whereas in the

Industrial Uplands, an increase of 6.3 per cent amounted to only

1.5 acres added. The fact that the present changes represent

evolution rather than makes it perhaps not altogether

surprising that the percentage rates of change were relatively

consistent as between districts. Yet this does highlight the

problems involved in achieving a sa-bisfactory farming structure in

the small farm districts.
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Changes in Numbers  of Holdings and Areas per Holding in
Selected Groups of Parishes 1962 to 1966

District

Total
Area
1962

Area
per
Hold-
ing
1962

_

. Area
per
Hold-
ing
1966

PercentagePercentage
Change
in Aver-
age Area
per Hold-
ing.
1962 t
1966

Reduction
in No.of
Holdings.

East Riding Acres of Crops & Grass

Wolds 70,606 234.6 250.0 + 6.5 - 6.0
Holderness 41,886 122.5 134.8 +10.0 -10.6
Vale of York Sands 50,593 99.2 105.6 + 6.5 - 6.8

West Riding

Hill H 15,547 93.7 90.0 - 4.1 - 4.9
(330.2) (350.6) +6.2)

Craven Grass 19,426 98.1 . 108.1 +10.2 - 9.2
Industrial Uplands 38,929 18.6 20.1 + 8.1 - 8.4
Magnesian Limestone 14/556 117.4 124.8 + 6.3 - 6.5
Vale of York 13,480 86.4 94.4 4. 9.3 - 3.9
Warpland 36,976 95.3 100.4 +5.4 -.4.9

North Riding

Dales 84; North Yorks.
Moors . 35,898 60.3 64.4 + 6.7 - 4.5

Hill Fringes 73/542 76.8 80.3 + 5.8 - 6.8
Northern Plain 52,181 99.2 103.5 4-4.3 ' - 5.5
Vale of "fork 88,116 90.4 95.4 + 5.6 - 5.8

,

bracketed figures for this district apply to total
area including rough grazings - the reduction in
the crops and grass area per holding appears to
be a reclassification of some grassland as rough
grazing.
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Surveys of New Occupiers in the West & East Ridings

The Survey Samples

The initial survey was confined to the West Riding and was of an

exploratory nature. The West Riding is a large county exceeded in

area only by Devon among the English: counties and it is characterised by

a wide diversity of farming types including hill sheep and cattle in the

•liorthern Pennines, all grass dairy farms in Craven and the industrial

areas on the West, mixed arable farms in the Vale of York and intensive

arable farming on the warps and silts in the south east corner of the

county. Within the Riding there were nearly 900 changes of occupier

or increases in area involving holdings with 20 acres or more of crops and.

grass between June 1965 and June 1966 and the resources available were

insufficient to permit visiting a sample of adequate size to give raised

estimates for the county as a whole. Table 5 gives a breakdown of the

holdings selected for visiting on a stratified random sample basis.

Comparatively few of the 1arge number of holdings with between 20 and 99

acres recorded as having an occupier change were included in the sample

but for the larger size groups the proportion was 1 in 4 or higher.

Certain holdings located at the extremities of the Riding were excluded.

As already noted on nearly one-quarter of the sample holdings

contact with the occupier34ersrea1ed that a change as defined had not in

fact taken place during the selected year. A small number of occupiers

were unwilling to co-operate. Deducting these two categories left

93 holdings actually covered by the survey.

The East Riding is both a smaller county' and less diverse in

character than the West - The greater part of it is dominated

by farming which is mainly arable. Altogether changes in occupation •

were recorded on 190 holdings within the specified acreage limits

between 1965 and 1966 and occupiers of just over half these were

contacted, the selection again being on a random basis. Allowing for

the occupiers of holdings where therehad been no real change ani for
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the non -co-operators, information was finally obtained for 66 holdings

in this Riding,

The occupiers of the holdings finally included in the surveys were

asked to provide information verbally for the completion of

questionnaires and the informt ion from these is summrised in the

sections following. The very helpful co-operation given by the great

majority of those contacted was much appreciated.

The occupiers of the new holdings can be conveniently divided into

four principal categories. First there were those who were

commencing to farm on their own account for the first time, second were

those who had been farming previously but had moved to a new farm and

given up possession of their former farm, third were those who had taken

over the control of a farm from a relative and last were those who had

taken over extra land to farm in addition to that already held. The

numbers of occupiers falling into the respective categories are shown in

Table 6. A number of points of interest arise from this classification.

Table 5. Number of Holdings  in the Survey Samples in the West
and Fast Ridings a

Size Group
(acres)

West Riding'1 Pas:Lii ........
20 -
99

100-
299

300 or'
Over

20- , 100- 1
99 1....2.39

300 or
Over

1
Occupier Changes
Total Recorded 1965/66 514 159 14 40 29 16
Sample Contacted
of which outside
definition

32

8

39

7

11

3

20

8

14

1

10

-
non co-operators 2 - - - -

Area Increases

Total Recorded 1965/66 70 67 53 19 55 31
Sample Contacted
of which outside
definition

14

1

17

7

14

4

10

1

18

4

15

3
non co-operators 1 1 - 2 - 2

........_ 
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Table 6. Classification  of Co-orating New Occupiers

,
Size Groui (acres

EfELELLnE 
20-
99

100- s
2**

1 East Ridi :
300 or 1
over

20-
99

100-
299

300 &
over

Classed as Occupier
.Change

New Farmer 12 9 2 4 2
Changing Farm 5 5 2 4 5
Family Transfer 1 9 - 1 2 -
Increasing Area Farmed 4 9 4 3 4
Classed as Area Increase

New Farmer 1 - - - - -
Changing Farm - - - - 1
Family Transfer 1 - I - - 1 -
Increasing Area Farmed 10 9 HlO 7 12 10

For instance out of a total of 97 holdings registered as having had a

change of occupier, only 31 or less than one-third were taken by new

entrants t a farming. • The majority of the family transfers were from

father to sons, but adding such cases to the new entrants only gives a

total of 41 out of the 91. A considerable number of the holdings with

new occupiers were in effect amalgamated with other holdings although'

still returned on separate census forms. Two-thirds of the holdings

in this class either adjoined or were within two miles of the holdings

with which they were amalgamated. Allowing for these amalgamations

and for those represented by the holdings recorded as having an increase

in area, it can .be estimated that 'somewhere in the order of two-thirds

of all parcels of farmland of 20 or more acres of crops and grass

changing hands in 1965/66 in the East Riding were acquired as additions

to existing farms. The large number of holdings of under 100 acres

for which • a change of occupier was registered and the small sample

taken prevents a similar estimate being made for the \Vest Riding although

it would.seem likely that, especially among the larger holdings,

acquisitions for amalgamation exceeded those for other purposes.
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There were a few instances where holdings classed by the Ministry

as having been increased in area, were found to have had a change of

occupier as well, the two changes occurring in the same year. These are

listed wider the appropriate headings in the lower section of Table 6.

Some Characteristics of Four Classes of New Occua9rs

New Farmers In all 32 occupiers were interviewed who were

starting to farm independently for the first time and of these 24 were

in the 'jTest Riding and 8 in the East. Out of the total number, 15

appeared to have other major sources of .income in addition to that

obtained from their farms and some perhaps had only a marginal interest

in farming. The latter might include two businessmen neither of whom

lived or worked on their farms, a man who was holding land partly for

speculative purposes, a landowner taking farms in hand, a racehorse

trainer and a person who was intending to run a caravan site in his

retirement. Those more committed to farming as an occupation •

included four persons who combined farming with other forms of employment

and a further four who although not wholly reliant on their farms,

worked full-time on them regarding this as the fulfilment of long-

held farming ambitions. None of the persons in this category had a

farm of any size and most of them were on small all-gTass upland farms

in the West Riding. Outside employment was undertaken as a necessity

by those who lacked the resources to stock their farms to a, level which

would bring in a sufficient income to support them on a full-time basis.

Generally it was hoped that the position would eventually be reached

where it would be no longer necessary to work outside the farm.

The new entrants who had taken up farming as their principal

occupation and source of income, although only slightly exceeding in

number those with other interests in the samples, are of greater

significance as regards the future structure of farming. There were

17 in this category who could be regarded as genuine new entrants to
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the occupation of farming and of these 10 were on lowland arable farms,

5 on upland grass farms and 2 on hill farms . Most of them were

starting to farm on a fairly limited scale. All but 3 of the arable

farms were of less than 155 acres while the grass farms varied from 40

to 119 acres. The two hill farms had 400 and 1,200 acres respectively

but this was 'mainly rough grazing. The limited sCale of farming

practised by these new entrants is illustrated by the fact that with

their existing crop and stock levels, 13 out of the 17 had calculated

work requirement of 570 standard man days (smds) or less, and their

farms would thus be classed as int ermediat e rather than commercial unit s

on the Ministry of Agriculture's classification.

The majority, 11 out of 17, of the genuine new entrants were renting

their farms and these included 3 out of the 4 who were farming on a

significant level. Those who owned their farms included 2 who had

inherited land with vacant possession and 4 who had purchased with the

assistance of loans from the Agricultural Mortgage Corporation or in one

case a private loan. With the exception of that owned by one of the

inheritors, the purchased farms were fairly modest in size ranging

between 52 and 155 acres.

Most commonly those taking on farms for the first time were between

25 and 35 years old, only 2 being over 40. Out of 17 involved 9 had

previously been working on their father 's farms and a further two had

always worked in agriculture. The remaining 8 had no direot family

connection with agriculture' but had qualified themselves for farming in

various ways, 5 for instance having received farm institute or higher

agricultural training and all had worked in occupations directly concerned

with agriculture, in either working or managerial capacities. These

entrants from outside .the industry generally had received a broader

training than the farmers sons only one of whom had undergone any form

of technical training and then only at the day release level.
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Farmers Changing Farb The samples included 23 farmers who had moved

from one farm to another. There were 12 of these in the West Riding and

11 in the East Riding. In general the moves were made to farms of a

higher, potential if not a larger area but there were 5 cases of farmers

being forced to move because their land had been taken for building or

other development and one farmer bought a smaller farm when his partnership

with his son was dissolved. A tenant, at his landlord ' s instigation,

swapped one farm on the estate for another rather smaller one which was

more conveniently situated to. the separately owned house and buildings.

Two West Riding farmers moved to smaller farms than those previously held

in order to be able to supplement the farm turnover with a retail milk round.

Excluding those that had been forced to change, the longest period

spent on the previous farm before moving was 19 years but generally the

range was between 6 and 12 years. Usually the move did not affect the

farmers 1 status as either owner or tenant but two former owners became

tenants and one former- tenant an owner. 101 owner who sells out in order

to move to a larger tenanted farm, will usually find himself well placed as

regards the capital for working the new farm.

It is difficult to generalise about the proportionate gains achieved

by these farm to farm moves, but the following examples may be noted,

moves from 96 to 165 acres, 84 acres to 139, 200 acres to 314 and from

95 to 187 acres. Rather more exceptional was a move of from 135 acres

to nearly 700. In some cases the new farm was in the same locality as the

one previously occupied but 2 farmers had to come to Yorkshire from

Cumberland, another moved from Derbyshire, and there were 5 examples of

farmers moving from farms in grassland areas to those in arable districts.

Farmers Taking Over from Relatives On 15 holdings the change in occupation

resulted from a transfer between members of the same family, 10 of such

transfers being to a son or grandson on the death or retirement of the

previous occupier, the remaining 5 being due to the breakup of partnerships

between brothers and in one case between that between a father and his

stepson. In 6 instances the father to son changes involved rented farms
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but in two of them the sons had been joint tenants with their fathers

and there was no problem over the transfer of the tenancy. A

transfer was agreed to in respect of the remaining 4 farms although this

is by no means always the case and farmer' 6 sons are, on'occassion, put

into a difficult position when their fathers cease to farm.

The ages of the new occupiers in this category varied very

considerably from under 25 to over 50 according to the family

circumstances. Only 3 of the 10 sons taking over had received any:

formal agricultural education. Out of these 3, one had gone to a

farm institute while the other 2 had attended only day release classes.

Within this category 3 of the farms taken over had less than 100

acres, 6 were between 100 and 200 acres and 6 between 200 and 300 acres.

Farmers the Area As many as 89 of the farmers

co-operating in the survey had inoreased the area they farmed by the

acquisition of additional land. This large number is partly a

reflection of the method of sample selection but, as already made clear,

amalgamations dO account for a very considerable proportion of total -

occupancy changes.

Table 7 showing the area of the extra land taken over compared with

that previously held indicates the very diverse circumstances of the

amalgamations. On the one hand can be quoted the acquisition of

21 acres by the occupier of a 44-acre farm in the industrial area and

on the other a 331-acre arable farm acquired by a group already farming

10,000 acres of productive land. As would be expected the

largest holdings or areas were generally amalgamated with the already

large units but there were some exceptions.

Farmers took additional holdings firstly to expand their scale of

business and secondly to reduce production costs per unit through a

fuller utilisation of resources already available, particularly those

of labour and machinery. Expansion appeared to be the dominant

motive in 36 instances and the creation of a more economic unit in a

further 26 instances.
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Areas of Holdings Involved  in Amalgamations

Area of Original
!Holding (acres

Area of Holding taken over (acres)
20 99 100-199 2O02990& over

20 - 99 18 3 -
100-199 15 7 1 1
2O0..299 • 3 5 1 2
300-499 6 8 2 3
500-749 - 2 1 1
750 and over 4 2 - 4

A variety of other motives was relevant in particular situations.

These included the provision of employment and sometimes houses for

farmer 6 sons, the replacement of land previously lost for non

agricultural purposes and the security achieved by tenant farmers through

the acquisition of extra land by purchase. On 8 holdings the change

in occupation resulted from a landL ord taking in hand previously tenanted

land. On one of these the landlord had gone into partnership with

the tenant. landlords obtain a number of important advantages from

farming their own land at the present time. These include a

considerably higher rate of return on capital compared with that from

letting, the tax advantage of earned as _against unearned income and

increased flexibility in the deployment of capital through being able

to sell at a vacant possession price if and when the need arises rather

than only on the departure of a tenant.

The distance between the previously occupied and the new holdings

are given in Table 8. Most were either adjacent or within two

miles of each other but there were a few instances where the distance

was appreciable, up to 15 miles. This did not, however, prevent the

holdings being operated as joint units with considerable interchange of

both men and machinery. The relatively high road speed of the modern

tractor and the plentiful availability of motor vehicles permit much

more mobility than was possible at one time.
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2i2Lang.ss_222±Et21_LJ21L=.tti_?oldings

Distance between
Holdings

Adjacent Under 2
miles

3 to 5
miles

5 to 10 110 to 16
j miles miles

No.of Holdings 36 30 8 8 7

Most of the farmers acquiring extra land were well established with many

year's farming experience, only 18 out of the 89 involved had farmed for less

than 8 years and only 2 for less than four years. It probably takes a few

years before a farmer is sufficiently well established to be able to

contemplate taking on more land. For nearly half the farmers (43)

acquisition of an extra holding between 1965 and 1966 was not the first time

they had taken over additional land and a number appeared to be following 
a

policy of progressive growth. Examples involving the acquisition of three

or more additional holdings are shown in Table 9. For some, the areas

involved are now very substantial. For the part these progressive

amalgamations involved arable or mixed rather than grassland farms.

Most frequently .farmers had to buy the extra land needed for expansion

but this was not invariably the situation as is shown in Table 10. Three

farmers took over additional rented land at their landlords' suggestion as

part of a policy of estate rationalisation and two became the tenants of

relatives who were retiring from farming. One fortunate tenant was able

to persuade his landlord to buy the adjoining farm when this 'came on to th
e

market.

Although the present trend is strongly towards amalgamation, sub-divison

of existing farms does occur. Over the Whole sample, 18 instances were

recorded of only part of an area previously farmed as an entity being

acquired. Often the areas involved were fairly all and were being

disposed of separately as off-Tying parts of farms. In only 3 instances

did the fragmented parcel of land exceed 100 acres.
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Table 9. Examples sive amatior..22

' Area Occupied
Originally

Area Now
Occupied

, Period
Covered

acres

1750
200
850
200
900
125
350
112

95
100
55
65

acres

10,000
2,700
1,500
1,470
1,100
890

749
729

394
360
290

234i

years

17
20

9
19
8
13
.
.
13
11
20
18

Table 10.

. not available

Tenure of Original & Amalgamated Holdiaa

No.of Holdin s

All Holdings Rented 14
All Holdings Owned 39
Original Holdings Owned,New Holding Rented 4
Original Holdings Rented, New Holding Owned
Original Holdings Owned & Rented. New Holding Owned 16
Original Holdings Owned & Rented. New Holding Rented 4
Original Holdings Owned, New Holdings Part Owned, part rented 4.2
Both old and new holdings part owned and part rented 3

Total New Holdings. Owned
Rented
Owned and Rented

62
22

The Effects of Occu-pier.2.1ame on Farming Systetrs

Changes made in

farming systems when farms change hands have a particular significance

as possible indicators of future farming trend-. A new occupier is

likely to be more willing to break away from the prevailing system than

an established farmer who may well be reluctant to make more than

marginal adjustments in response to economic and technical developments.
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However, while less bound by the icast, many new ,occupiers find their

freedom of action circumscribed by a lack of capital. This applies

both in the case of new farmers and for those acquiring additional land

especially if this is purchased. The initial farming pattern may

well differ for this reason from that' which will be adopted when

resources are less strained. It has been suggested that one of the

effects of amalgamation is a -decrease in the intensity of production and

evidence from farm accounts shows that frequently production per acre

falls following farm expa' nsi on. This, however, my be only a

short term effect until a new balance is reached between land and available

capital. It was not pos sible t o obtain esti mates of pro ducti on levels

before and after the change of occumtion for holdings in the survey,

but some questions were asked regarding the previous system and that now

adopted. There were changes of many kinds and summarisation is not easy.

However, the most significant changes on the individual holdings are

categorised in Table 11 where it has been convenient to make a

distinction between faits in arable and grassland districts.

In the former districts by far the most common development was the

ploughing out of grass to allow for more crops, usually extra corn.

This ploughing out policy was often linked with a reduction in

livestock particularly on the amalgamated holdings. In fact, of the

cases involving amalgamation, additional livestock were purchased for only

18 out of the 68 arable holdings* although numbers were frequently

built up by transfers from the original holdings and by the retention

of homebred stock. As might have been expected, the -fewest changes

in system were made by farmers taking over from relatives and those

changing farms also tended to retain the previous system. A feature on

a number of holdings in grassland districts was the establishment of

intensively managed dairy units with 50 to 100 cow herds stocked at rates

of around one cow per acre. Apart from these units, there was a

rather general tendency towards increasing levels .of stocking density.

This would seem to indicate that on grassland farms output per acre may

be increased rather than diminished when there is a change of occupier.

3€ See A.H.Maunder "Some Consequences of Farm Amalgamation"
Westminster Bank Review. Nov/1966 & "Farm Consolidation & Farm
Output. A Note", The Farm Economist X77. 1964.
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Tilble 11. 11912Eng_p_a_in Systems Consequent to  a Change
in Occupancy.

Nature of Change _
New i
Farmers

Changes.
of
Farm

Take- l Acquisi- 1
i oyerss
from
Rela-
tives

tions
for Amal-
gamat ion

-Total

Arable Farms
Reductions of Grass,Ektra arable. . 6 3 4 26 39
Increase in Grass,Reduction in .

, - arable. 1 - - 2 3

Expansion of Milk . - 'im 2 • 2
Reduction ct Cessation of Milk 1 1 - 6 . Q
Expansion of Pigs 1 1 - - 2
Simplified Cropping 2 - - 2 4
No Major Change 3 8 7 22 40. .
Information not available ... _ 8

T o t a 1 14

........—...................,

13 11

.. .8

68 106

Grassland Farms
Adoption of Intensive Milk 4 1 - 4 9
Reduction or Cessation Of Milk 1 2 - 1 .4
Heavier Stocking other than

Dairy Cows 5 - - 4 9
No Major p 1,.........._,.....A 12 , ,1_

To t a 1 ..._,„

,

18 10 i 4, ... 21 ........51.......

One of the most striking features on the newly occupied holdings

was the reduction in the amount of labour employed. This is brought out

in Table 12 where the position has been summarised for those holdings

which were transferred in their entirety without fragmentation and for

which details were available of both the before and after situations.

The most marked reductions in the numbers of workers employed were on the

holdings taken over by new farmers where less than one-third of the

previous number were kept on. This sharp reduction can be partly

attributed to the younger ages and greater vigour of the newcomers.

Lack of finance often meant that the use of paid labour had to be kept

to a minimum. In terms of total employment and allowing for the farmers

the proportionate fall was greatest on the amalgamated holdings.
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Table 12. Labour Use Before and After Occupier

•

.

Area
, Involved
(adjusted
acres)

Before Change After Change
Farmer s/i
Managers

Other
Men rt

Farmers/
Managers

Other
Men 3E

New Farmers 2623 21 23-1- 21 7-1-
Changes of Farm 2561 15 29f!, 15 18
Takeovers from .

Relatives 1928 13 20!3' 13 152.
3

Acquisitions for
Amalgamation 6387 _ 46 p64_): 

2
L'-.1- 1.§4-4---

3E Youths or women 2/3rds of a man, family labour included.

In many instances it is possible for a farmer to take on extra land .

without an increase in his labour force. • This ability to make a

fuller use of already available resources not only of men but also of

machines, can make the acquisition of extra land highly profitable.

The Bast Riding farmers were asked specifically how many extra men were

taken on for the new holdings. In total the equivalent of 15

additional men was needed for holdings totalling 6097 acres - this

amounts to one man per 406 acres acquired. The savings on the West

Riding holdings were much less dramatic with an extra man for every

125 acres taken over, a reflection of the greater importance of

intensive dairying and horticulture (particularly rhubarb growing) arid

of the stroller initial size of the farms.
Land Prices and Rent
41W,

The amount of ci.nital required to take over a

farm depends to a large extent on whether it is purchased or rented.

The average rent paid by the new occupiers was £5.8s. per acre while

the cost of purchased holdings averaged £189 per acre. if These

averages cover a wide variation as is shown b the distributions in Table 1

3E One tenant was unwilling to disclose his rent and 6 owners
would not disclose the .prices paid for purchasing holdings.
It is probable that their exclusion slightly reduced the
averages. Land taken in hand by landlords is excluded.
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Table 13. Distribution of Rents and Purchase  Costs per Acre

Rent per 1
Acre of Crops
& Grass

£2-
£2.
19s.

£3-
£3.
.1%.

E4-
£4.
1 s.

£5-
£5.
1 s.

£6-
£6.
19s.

E7-
£7.
19s.

£8-
£8.
19s.

£9-
£9.
19s.

£10-
£10.
19s.

Ell-
£11.
l•s.

£12-
£13.
16s.

No.of
Holdings 8 ]4 7 , 51 1 2 1 - 1,...5

Purchase
Cost per
Acre of
Crops and
Grass

-
£50-

£99

£100-

£149

£150-
£199

,

£200-

£249

E250-
£299

£300 and
over

-
No.of
Ho1dings 4 18 21 20 10 5

(excludes holdings with substantial areas of rough grazing,
those taken in hand and some family transfers)

The amounts paid reflect many factors including not only the potential

of the land as such but also the size of the farm, its location, the

condition and adequacy of the house, buildings, fences and drains and

others equipment and, not of least importance, the relationships between

the parties involved. The two holdings for which rents of over £10

per acre were being paid. were both on arable land of high potential and

one was particularly well equipped. Below th es e .however, with rents

of between £9 and £9.19s. per acre were a small grass farm on the

outskirts of Bradford and a grass farm in Craven which was let on an

annual tenancy without a house. In 3 of the 5 instances where over

£300 per acre was paid, the high price reflected non-agricultural

advantages including the desirability for residence, rather than the

farming potential as such. However, there were two purchases of land

at £300 per acre primarily for farming. Both were on the magnesian

limestone belt of the Vrest Riding - one being a 225-acre arable farm and

the other consisting of 3 separate parcels of land sold without buildings.

,
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The prices of between £250 and £299 per acre were mainly for arable

farms although this group included a rhubarb farm in the West Riding

where the forcing sheds are an important asset. The lower prices and

rents were mainly for upland grass farms but in one or two instances

rents of less than £4 per acre were being paid far better land farms

where there was a family relationship between tenant and owner.

The methods of acquiring tenancies or purchasing farms are of

interest. Out of the 50 new tenancies recorded, only 9 had been put

up for tender although sometimes, even where formal tenders had not been

asked for, the prospective tenants had made an offer as to the amount

they were prepared to pay. The low proportion of formal tenders is

in line with the findings on the A.L.S. surveys of farm rents. Where

tenders were not invited, the chosen tenants had usually secured

preference through special contacts of one sort or another with the owners.

Rather more of the purchased holdings were bought privately than

at or immediately after a public auction, the respective numbers of the

holdings for which this information is available being 48 and 30. These

proportions suggest a certain caution may be justified when interpreting

trends derived solely from auction values.

Capital Requirements for Equipping and Operating the New Holdings 

Both owners and tenants having acquired their new holdings needed

substantial amounts of capital to equip and stock them and to finance

the initial production. For tenants there was frapently but not

invariably an ingoing valuation to pay. Excluding instances of a

complete takeover of the exi.sting stock and equipment, such valuations

went up to £16 per acre but there was a great deal of variation. On a

number of holdings, there was an immediate investment in new buildings.

This applied particularly to those taken for amalgamation of which one

quarter were affected. Most commonly the work undertaken involved the

reconstruction and equipping of buildings for the dairy herd and the
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construction of grain and potato stores. Examples of high

expenditures for• capital improvements include £9,500 and E8,000 on

daiiiy buildings on 135-and 110-acre farms, £6,530 ,for buildings,

roads and drainage on a 200-acre farm and £10,000 on a 330-acre farm

for dairy buildings and a grai tore.

An indication of the amounts of capital involved in livestock,

machinery, and crops on existing farms is provided by the average tenant

valuations on the farms for which financial accounts are analysed by the

Agricultural Economics Division. In 1966-67, these varied from £47,

to £86 per acre according to the type of farming group. Total

requirements for working capita], will be somewhat higher. The figures

for established farms, however, overestimate the immediate capital needs

of the new occupiers. The new farmers in the sample, generally started

farming with considerably less capital than that implied by the above

figures. They reduced outlays on machinery by buying secondhand, by

borrowing from neighbours and relatives and by employing contractors.

The initial expenditure by the new farmers on machinery other than ,cars

or vans, which most already possessed, was between £6 and £13 per acre as

against average valuations under this heading of from E18 to E30 per acre

in the farm account groups (other than mainly dairy farms where the

figure was E13 per acre). Other savings made by the new farmers

were in keeping stock numbers low or non-existent on the arable holdings

and by employing little paid labour. Total employment of paid labour

other than managers on the 32 holdings taken by new farmers was 7

regular men and a man, a woman and a youth all employed on a part-time basis.

Farmers taking over holdings for amalgamation incurred vary

varying commitments. The two types of amalgamation demanding the most

capital were those involving rhubarb farms (3 instances), *here the

rhubarb crowns at around £250 per acre were taken over and those where

a unit was being set up which muld be operated for the most part

independently of the activities of the existing farm - 10 instances of

this nature were covered, 5 of which involved a dairy herd of from

40 to 100 caws under intensive management. The initial expenditure
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on these farms usua,lly amounted to between £80 and £100 per acre
of additional land for machinery and livestock alone. In contrast

to these amalgamations were those which involved only negligible

outlays; 20 out of the total of 89 were in this category. They

included grass farms for which the extra stock could be found by the

retention of homebred animals and t tr, se cases where the additional

area was small in relation to that already farmed.

The remaining amalgamations fell between these extremes and

required a certain expenditure for extra machinery or livestock.

Of-ben much of the existing machinery was sufficient to cope with extra

area but the purchase of an extra tractor or the exchange of a combine
fora larger model was felt to be justified. It is difficult to

generalise here, £20 to £30 per acre for machinery and livestock was

the most common level but for 9 holdings the amount was between £5 and
£10 while for another 5 it was over £40.

The farmers who moved from one farm to another and continued with
a similar system of farming took their stock and implements with them
and did not usually incur a significant extra expenditure on entry.

Others who changed not only their farms but also their systems of

farming had, of necessity, to spend more but within the total of 23

farmers only 8 had expenditures of any size and for these the highest

figure was £27 per acre.

The amount of capital in machinery and stock on those farms which

were transferred from one relative to another was usually substantial

since, unlike the situations for other types of acquisition, a fully

developed organisation was involved. The proportion of this which

had to be 'found by the new farmers, however, varied according to the

arrangements made by the family. On 3 holdings fathers transferred
the machinery and stock as an outright gift to their sons, on another

3 the incoming farmer, while receiving his share as a gift or

inheritance, had to ray out to his relatives the shares which were due

to them on the basis of a valuation, and on 4, where a partnership
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was broken up, machinery and stock were simply-divided in kind. In

either of the last two situations, the new farmer had-to find the capital

either to pay out the other relatives or to replace the lost machinery

and stock. Average expenditure under this heading amounted to £33

per acre. There were 3 farmers who took over the machinery and stock

from their fathers at a valuation and their average expenditure was £43

per acre. The 2 remaining farmers inherited both their farms and the

stock on them.

Sources of Capital for  the Acquisition and Operation of the New Holdings

The farmers were asked what were the main sources of the capital

used for the acquisition and operation of their farms. The great

majority were prepared to discuss this rather personal question but it

was not possible to go into much detail during the single and sometimes

rather brief interview. However, in most instances the major sources

of capital were laroadly defined. Sources of capital for land

purchase will be considered separately from those for farm operation,

the amounts involved being larger and land having a distinctive value

as security. The problems in financing land purchase vary with the

sums involved and it is convenient to make a distinction between

relatively small holdings which cost under £10,000 and those costing

more than this. Table 'L4 lists the principal sources to which

purchasersin each category had recourse.

What may loosely be referred to as personal Rinds were the main

source of capital ibr the maj ority of the cheaper holdings and were also

important for the purchase of the more expensive holdings. Bank

loans were the next most important source and were particularly used by

those acquiring farms for amalgamation. These loans varied very much

both as regards their magnitude and the basis on which they were made.

In a few cases the bank appeared to advance practically the whole amount

involved in the purchase. A time limit had often been set for

repayment and normally this did not exceed 10 years. Agricultural
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Principal Sources f or Financing Farm  Purchases

'Farms Costing 1 Farms Costing
Under E 000 1 E10 000 or over

number of instances
Personal Funds
Dank Loans

13 I 24

A .11.0 . Mortgages
7
1

Private Mortgages 2 5
Loans from Relatives
Building Societies

1
I.

J_______::____

3

Direct Inheritance 3.
Life Insurance Loans

,T o t a 1

_

25 _________

Mortgage Corporation loans were obtained by 5 farmers for amalgamations

and by 3 new farmers. The mortgages were taken out for periods of

from 15 to 20 years apart from one for 25 years. Contrary t o what is

understood to be the normal position, the A.M.C. valuations were quite

close to the actual prices and with 2 exceptions the loans covered

almost two-thirds of the full cost. Private mortgages where

obtained were almost exclusively the result of the vendors agreeing to

extended payments. Building societies assisted 2 farmers but the

sums involved were not large and in one case related only to the value

of the house. Three farmers either had farms bequeathed to them or

were left money for the purchase of a farm and a further 4 had

substantial help from their relatives. Loans against life

insurance policies were used by 4 farmers, each borrowing fairly

substantial sums.

Farmers obtaining loans had also, in most cases, to make a

substantial contribution from their awn iimds and, allowing for those

who purchased without assistance, such personal funds were by far the

major source of capital accounting for nearly half of the aggregate

amounts for all purchases as is shown by the percentage figures in Table 15.
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In arriving at these a certain amount of estimation was involved where

the full details were lacking and for this reason they should be regarded

as indicttive rather than exact. It is not possible to define the

nature of the personal funds or the means by which they had been acquired.

In a number of instances, however, they had been derived from non-

agricultural activities and part would have been received as gifts or

legacies. In some instances funds had been obtained on the break-up of
a family partnership while in others they resulted from the disposal of
land for building or other development. Allowing for all the above

circumstances, it remains likely that savings from past farm income were
an important source of capital in at least half of the purchases for

amalgamation.

Table 15. Sources of the Total Funds Used for Land Purchase

Personal Funds
Bank Loans
A .M C . Mort gages
Private Mortgages
Loans from Relatives
Building Societies
Direct Inheritance
Life Insurance Loans

er cent

48
16

7
7

neg.
11

100 

Sources of capital for machinery, stock and working expenditure
were less easily identifiable than those for land purchase.

Particular difficulties being that maximum commitments under these
headings may not be reached until two or three years after entry, while
with amalgamation, separation of the expenditure on different holdings
is not always possible. The information that was obtained did
indicate, however, that after personal funds, the banks were the most
used source of credit for these purposes. In the rest Riding 24

of the 93 farmers referred specifically to using overdrafts.
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The actual total using this method of finance was almost certainly greater

although 21 farmers claimed to have no overdraft. In the East Riding

slightly over half of those providing information were using overdrafts.

Considerable help was being given by fathers or fathers—in—law, to

eight tenants who were either becoming tenant farmers for the first time,

or were moving farm. Without such help, it is doubtful whether they

could have taken their farms. The two who sold their holdings prior

to moving to new ones as tenants, had a ready source of cash while the

sale of a milk round helped one of the beginners.

In addition to the far ner previously referred to who used funds from

the dissolution.of a partnership to buy land, two farmers used the same

source for tenant's expenditure.

Very few of the farmers said that they used trade credit although

some delayed paying bills until pressed but without, however,, losing their

discounts. Hire purchase was referred to by only two farmers.

2:=Eal_kmalsals of Returns from Newl, Acquired Holdinp-s

The acquisition of a farm involves the outlay of a substantial sum

of money especially if the farm has to be-purchased and it would seem

commonsense to give consideration to the likely return on the capital

outlay and the degree of risk involved. Most farmers undoubtedly do

make some assessment of these factors. Few of those covered by the survey,

however, went to the length of preparing a farm plan in advance and bud—

geting the financial implications, on paper. Only 12 of the 89 farmers

acquiring holdings for amalgamation did so although a further 9 said tilt

they had acted on a detailed analysis of the accounts for their present

farms. A rather higher proportion of the new farmers budgeted out

their probable returns, 9 out of 32, while 4 out of 23 of those changing

farms went to this length. Only 2 of the new farmers contacted the

N.A.A.S. before taking over farmsbut 3 of those changing farms had

discussed their problems in detail with the N.A.A.S. officers at this stage:

Three of those taking on extra land had been advised by private consultants.
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The principal reasons given for not preparing advance plans were

the difficulty of appraising a farm potential in detail before

securing possession and the large element of uncertainty in farming

returns. Added to these no doubt was the traditional dislike of

paper work. These arguments have some validity yet it hardly seems

good management to take on major new commitments without at least at—

tempting to estimate the likely result particularly as regards the

return on capital. An explanation for the comparative lack of interest

may be that many farmers are not greatly concerned as to whether they

could obtain better returns from investment outside farming. Their

occupation is farming and their aim may be to build up an effective farm—

ing organisation rather than to simply maximise spendable income.

The opportunities to acquire suitable holdings may be so few that when

one arises it will be taken without detailed assessment so long as it ,

appears that the resulting commitments are such that they can be covered

without undue risk to solvency.

The evidence from the surveys is that most farmers acquiring land

keep their commitments in respect of rent or loan repayments to levels

at which there can be little real danger of default even allowing for

the large element of uncertainty in realised incomes. New entrants

keep their commitments low by taking farms of only a modest size which

can be substantially financed from their limited capital while the

amalgamating farmers are able to spread theirs over both the new and

existing holdings. Only 4 out of the 24 new farmers were committed

to rent or mortgage payments of over £7 per acre and only. one of those

who had moved farm paid more than this. These five who paid more than

£7 included a farner on a general cropping and dairy farm rented at £10

per acre, a bachelor farmer who was rapidly paying out his relatives and

so incurring a liability of al 3s. per acre on a farm mainly under corn

and potatoes, a young farmer relying on corn and pigs with an AAC liability

of £10 per acre, another on a small arable farm with beet and potatoes
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and a 'similar liability of al 6s. per acre, and finally one on a county
council smallholding rented at al per acre. These are fairly high

figures relative to the average incomes gross of rent, of £14 to E20 per

acre recorded for similar types of farms in the Agricultural Economics

Divisions' farm accounts scheme. It is true that with above average

efficiency these levels can be exceeded but the income in any one year

can be as much as 40 per cent above or below the mean level largely due

to factors outside the farmer's control.

As noted above farmers taking on extra land for amalgamation are able

to consider the commitments involved in relation to the combined income
from both the old and new holdings provided the former is unencumbered.
Certain of the amalgamating farmers covered by the survey were making

loan repayments equivalent to around -.M0 per acre of the new holding gross

of tax. Spread over the entire area farmed, however, the amount in no
case exceeded ;?,6 10s. per acre. A further advantage possessed by

many amalgamating farmers is their ability to take on extra land without

a corresponding rise in other fixed costs. In consequence of this,
their marginal costs of production on the new land are low and marginal
profits correspondingly high. In the most favourable situations where

only a small addition is made to an already large unit, extra returns
equivalent to the gross margins (net of variable machinery costs) will

be available to meet new commitments in respect of land and to augment

income. With gross margins currently of the order of £80 per acre for

potatoes, for sugar beet £28 for barley and £48 for land used for
dairying, the scope for covering high payments is obvious. A further
advantage of the amalgamators over most new entrants as purchasers of

land is that with their higher tax liabilities, they stand to benefit more

from loping able to offset loan interest payments against taxable income.
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Reasons for the De arture of Previous Occapj_ers

The new occupiers were asked the reasons why their predecessors

had given up their holdings. Their answers are tabulated in Table 16

for holdings of up to and above 100 acres (adjusted). For both size

categories retirement on account of age was the main reason for departure.

The proportion becoming vacant for this reason was rather smaller for -tile

holdings of up to 100 acres but in part this is a reflection of the fact

that these included a number of pieces of land which had not previously

been farmed as separate units, such as those resulting from a contraction

of the area farmed or the disposal of ex—aerodrome land. Full informa—

tion is lacking on the number of retiring farmers who had sons who might

have succeeded them, but the proportion with no sons or with sons who were

uninterested in farming as a career was not inconsiderable and some sons

were already established on their own farms. The farm was directly

transferred to a son in only 10 out of the vacancies which arose from

death or retirement due to age.

Premature retirements were generally the result of ill health but

one case was recorded where a landlord paid over a very substantial sum

to induce a57 year old tenant to leave his 220 acre farm so that he

could farm it himself. As already noted the areas of land becoming

available as a result of the fragmentation of existing farms were .

generally fairly small although one or two farmers approaching their

retirement disposed of the major part of their land. Two of the

instances of estate adjustment refer to separate letting of offlying parts

of farms which had become vacant, the remaining case being of land

previously let in lots for grazing being offered as a complete farm

unit. The holdings disposed of to permit concentration on other

activities were mainly those which had been run on a part— or spare—time

basis and had not proved profitable. Three farms were sold to raise

capital for use elsewhere, two of them for activities outside farming.

Financial failures often involving bankruptcy were about equally common

on the small and large holdings. It is probable that financial problems

were also the reason for the departure of some of those who took up other

forms of employment.
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Table 16 Reasons fan.....tarture of Previousj2ccunlerq

Reasons for Departure . Holdings up to
100 Adjusted Acres

Holdings over .
100 Adjusted Acres

Number of Holdings .

Retirement on Account of Age 23 34

Premature Retirement 3 9

Death 12 10 .
Contraction of Farm Area 7, . 2

Estate Adjustment 2 1

Move to another Farm 8 6

Air Ministry or N.C.B.
Disposing of Lands Held

.
3 1

Financial Failure , 6 7

Move to Other Employment 7 • 2

Sale to Raise Capital 1 2 '

Concentration on other
Activities 3 4

•

Reason .Unknown 3 3
,........-

Total,  , ,
78 81

Some  Conclusions from the Survem

The result both of the surveys and of the enumerations of occupier

changes and increases in holding areas confirm the marked trend towards

inth:izasing farm. size. The rate at which enlargement of farm areas

is procecding would seem likely to reflect the numbers of holdings

beco7,ing vacant rather than the desires or the abilities of existing

farmers to expand. Table 15 shows that holdings fall vacant mainly

becetuse• of deaths and retirements due to age or sickness. Early departures

due to positive factors such as inability to operate a viable business
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are of much.lz,ss importance. For smaller farms, this position could

change as the provisions of the 1967 Agriculture Act, including retire—

ment grants, come to be implemented. If more holdings become vacant,

the rate of amalgamation will almost certainly increase.

Farm enlargement has always offered the prospect of an increased

income as a consequence of the expansion in output, but under present

circumstances economies of scale are also of particular importance.

Immediate benefits may be obtained from a better utilisation of existing

resources, particularly those of labour and machinery, while over the

longer term unit costs of production, particularly as regards labour,

should be lowered as a consequence of the larger enterprise sizes which

become possible. Recent national cost investigations have shown a fall

in the man hours required per cow per year in milk production from

118 hours for 10 to 20 cow herds to 65 hours or less for herds of more

than 50 cows, while for wheat the man hour requirement fell from 15 per

acre where less than 10 acres was grown per farm to 7-1- on farms with
over 300 acres. With fewer men employed and a tendency to limit the

number of enterprises, management of a larger farm is not necessarily

more difficult than that on the smaller. This factor alone may be of

considerable importance as an incentive for enlargement.

The desire of farmers to increase the areas they farm is almost

certainly the main factor responsible for the current high price of

agricultural land. Examples have been given as to how risks in the

acquisition of high priced land can be spread over both the old and

new holdings. There is the possibility of the marginal income from

the extra land being sufficient to give an adequate l'eturn on the capital

involved in its purchase but even if this is not obtained, the capital

value of the asset is more likely to appreciate than depreciate. The

surveys gave little evidence of farms being purchased as a means of

obtaining the abatement on death drti_es, and such farms as were purchased

by those with their primary interests outside agriculture were usuPlly

4
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both small and in districts of limited potential. It did not appear

that in Yorkshire, at least, that farmers who had lost land for non—

agricultural development were adding at all significantly to the demand

for land.

The surveys brought to light number of instances of landlords

taking additional land in hand for direct farming. These can be

regarded as part of a trend which is likely to continue In view of the

advantages of such action, noted earlier. The rise in land values

has provided landowners with the means of financing direct investment

in farming either by raising loans or by the sale of some of their

land and advantage is being taken of this to shift from the less profit—

able renting of farms to the more profitable direct farming. A con—

sequence must be a further reduction in the number of holdings available

for renting.

In spite of the increases in farm size and capitalisation per acre,

farming is still mainly carried on by individuals and the surveys did

not provide evidence of change in this respect. A consequence of the

individual basis is that farming businesses are particularly vulnerable

to taxes on capital. Estate duties, in spite of the rebate on agricul—

tural land, impose by their progressive nature a heavy burden on the "

larger business if the land is owned. Avoidance is possible by the

early transfer of assets, a course which in the case of father to sons

transfers may be more acceptable now that farmers tend to retire earlier

than they used to. With a seven year qualifying period now introduced,

the chance of an early death is not of course insignificant. Capital

gains tax cannot be avoided but it is not progressive and where the assets

of a farm business are received as a gift in lieu of inheritance, this tax

by itself would not seem to represent an excessive burden at least over

the longer period.
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A combined liability for both estate duty and capital gains tax

and perhaps a necessity to pay out other family members could make

necessary the disposal of part of the land previously farmed as one business

but it is unlikely that such fragmentation will be sufficient to offset

the continuing pressures for existing businesses to expand.

With the continuing acquisition of vacant holdings for amalgamation

and the tendency of landlords to take land in hand, entry into farming

is likely to become increasingly difficult for those who do not inherit

either an existing large farming business or the capital to acquire such

a business. The new farmers in the surveys who did not take over

existing family farm businesses were nearly all commencing to farm on a

restricted scale as a result of their limited capital resources. It

is possible that some of these farmers will be able to expand their scale

of farming in the course of time but inevitably they will find difficulties

in acquirinc% the surpluses for reinvestment from their limited incomes.

If they purchase extra land on a mortgage the enforced need to accumulate

a large capital sum within a relatively short period plus the payment

of interest charges reduces the surpluses available for medium and short

term farming investment. The advantage is obviously to those who

inherited an existing business. The surveys show that allowing for

the family takeovers, most new entrants to farming are already farmers'

sons and in the future farming could become an even more exclusive

occupation. In this context attention may be drown to the lack of

formn3 training in agriculture among farmers' sons which was noted on

pages 17 and19 . Many successful farmers have of course acquired

their knowledge wholly in the course of practical experience but with

the present development of farming technology, more formal training

ought to be a valuable supplement to this.
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Restriction of entry to the occupation of farmer could be balanced

by a greater recruitment of qualified managers and specialist workers.

As farm businesses increase in size the need for such men would seem

likely to increase. However, except on farms taken in hand by land—

lords, there was no evidence of such employment being created. At

the most the demand was for working foremen with practical experience.

It may be that there can be little scope for paid management while

farming continues on an individual basis. Farming by public companies

except in respect of intensive livestock and possibly horticulture seems

unlikely while the high price of land keeps the return on capital below

the market rate. Arrangements involving joint farming partnerships

between landlords and working tenants or managers have been reported in

the farming press and an example of such an arrangement was included in

the East Riding survey. Much appears to depend on the personal

relationships between the parties involved and it is questionable whether

all the problems in devising satisfactory forms of profit sharing have

yet been solved. While individual ownership remains the basis for

much of our farming, the area of lend which can be -effectively supervised

by the farmer—owner could be an important factor in determining the upper

limits of farm size.
•

There may be regrets concerning the present structural changes ahd

the growth in the size of farming businesses particularly as regards the

effect on rural societies but in economic terms the effects are likely

to be beneficial. There is evidence that efficiency measured as the

ratio of output to all inputs rises with increasing farm size. Recent

data based on farm accounts collected by the University Departments of

Agricultural Economics is given in the Ministry of Agriculture report

"Farm Incomes in England and Wales 19661!. These data have been used

to calculate the efficiency ratios for certain non—specialised types of

farming which are given in Table 17. The inputs have been taken to
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include all items of expenditure plus interest on tenants' estimated

capital at 8 per cent and an allowance for manual work by the farmers

and their wives. The value of managerial work was not assessed and

its exclusion gives a certain but probably not very significant bias

in favour of the larger businesses.

Table 17 Gross Output per E100 Total Inputs For Certql1127.20L.P gElangling„
alagam_12.6.1LL.

Type of Farming

Size of Farm Business
(Standard man days)

Mainly Dairy Cropping General
Mostly Cereals Cropping

Mixed

275-449
450-599
600-1199
1200-1799
Over 1800

96.7(28)
100.7(33)
105.4(155)
106.5(76)
109.2(85)

95.6(21)
103.3(22)
109.2(34)
111.9(40)
116.3(34)

105.6(27)
110.0(18)
118.4(79)
119.2(68)
116.6(109)

86.0(10)
98.5(15)

103.8(73)
109.2(42)
107.4(74)

No. of farms in each sub group shown in brackets.

It is evident from the table that within any particular type of

farming group, the level of efficiency rose quite markedly with the size

of business at least up to the 1200 to 1799 man day (equivalent to 4 to
men).2roup. These figures should be treated with a certain caution

in view of the possible association of other factors such as location,

with size of business, but it does appear highly probable that increasing

size will lead to significant gains in efficiency. The intensity of

land use could alter with changes in the size of farm business and the

expectation might be of a lower intensity on the larger farms. It is
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however, by no means certain that such a reduction occurs. The analyses

in "Farm Incomes in England and Wales" do not show sny fall in the levels

of either gross or net output + per acre for the larger businesses within

the types of farming groups. Expansion could however be accompanied

by a change in system sufficient to alter the type of farming classifi—

cation. The caveat made above about possible association of other

factors with size, however, applies equally to these figures.

Table 18 Gross md  Net OutOILLPer Acre for C.ert,g,in TYlltg_PLIMLng.

g1222.1.191251LI

Type of Farming

Size of Farm Business
(standard man days)

275-449
450-499
600-1199
1200-1799
Over 1800

Mainly Cropping General Mixed
Dairy Mostly f Cropping

Cereals

GD. GD. Aa ao. Aa GD. Aa
E E• E E E E E

42 31 37 32 •66 54 45 31
42 29 34 30 65 55 36 28
52 36 37 34 64 57 46 32
56 43 37 34 • 60 52 58 43
54 43 41 36 59 55 60 45

G.O. = Gross Output per acre N.O. = Net Output per acre

As stated on page 23 the information obtained from the surveys was
not detailed enough to permit a precise assessment of the immediate
effects of farm expansion on intensity. In an attempt to throw

additional light on this question the accounts of 12 Yorkshire farms,

which were increased in area by 20 per cent or more between 1958 and 1966,

were examined. With expansion, gross output per acre fell on 7 out

of the 12 farms but the average reduction comparing the three years

itmediately prior to expansion with those immediately following it was

+ net output is. gross output less the costs of purchased feeds and seeds.
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only 6 per cent. These immediate consequences may not represent
the long term position since the previously prevailin balance between
land and capital which will have been upset by expansion, may be
restored in the course of time.

,While it is not possible to predict with any certainty the effects
of farm size increases on the intensity of production, it is likely
that with larger units, the responsiveness to price movements will
increase since on such units a relatively high proportion of total
costs including those for labour can be varied according to the pattern
of production adopted. The large former has more choice in the manner
in which he disposes of his resources than the small farmer. The
large farmer moreover, being able to devote a higher proportion of his
time to management rather than to physical labour, should have an
increased awareness of the opportunities for change. This increase
in responsiveness ought to be welcomed in that it should permit a
better matching of supply with demand.

The general trend to an expansion in farm sizes which has been
shown to result not merely from the disappearance of the smallest
farms but also from the amalgamation of larger farms, can be considered
as beneficial from several aspects. It has been suggested that the
main factor preventing more rapid change is the rate at which holdings
are vacated. The government now offers grants for occupiers to
leave the smaller farms and this could speed up the rate of amalgamation
in the small farm districts where, as Table 4 shows, the absolute rate
of expansion of farm size remains small in spite of percentage rates
not significantly different from those in other districts. For the
larger farms the case for accelerating the rate of departure is less not only
on social grounds but also because the benefits of scale have been less
cluarly demonstrated for the largest units. Whether the present
changes are leading to the creation of a new pattern which will have some
degree of permanence is uncertain. The dependence on the personal
ownership of both short and medium term farming assets and of the land
itself may prove difficult to maintain with the present capital taxation
and it could become necessary to seek new forms of organisation.
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II. THE ADAPTATION OF FARMING SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURE IN FARNDALE

Summar...z

1. Farndale in the North Yorkshire Moors is an upland area of small farms
with a declining population. Farm incomes are low, probably averaging
less than £600 per year exclusive of improvement grants. Problems of
adaptation to changing circumstances are examined in the light of
detailed surveys from 1957 and 1965.

2. All the farms are tenanted. Between 1957 and 1966 some amalgamations
occurred but the overall rate of occupier change was not high. Cropping
already limited declined in this period but the numbers of most stock
increased. There was a certain amount of technical innovation but
little adoption of the more advanced techniques.

3. Improvement grants under the Hill Farming Strall Farmer and allied
Schemes amounted to £5.15s. per acre of crops and grass between 1957
and 1967, and considerable outlays on improvements were also made by a
landlord. In spite of these expenditures farm incomes are still low.

4. The possibilities for raising farm incomes by the adoption of new
systems on existing farms are discussed. Intensive forms of
livestock production particularly dairying would seem to offer the
best hope for satisfactory profits. The limited financial resources
of the farmers, the lack of adequate buildings and other factors,
however, preclude their general adoption.

5. Larger farms could attract those with the resources needed for new
systems and would offer better income prospects. Deciding on the
appropriate size of unit and type of buildings, however, poses
difficult problems for the landowners. Letting the farms in an
unimproved state to tenants prepared either to erect their own short
life buildings or to use the land as off grazing are possible
alternatives to more traditional policies.
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Introduction

Farndale is one of several small parallel valleys which dissect

the southern part of the North Yorkshire Moors and flow towards the Vale

of Pickering and eventually to the river Derwent. It is about 8 miles

in length and 2 miles in breadth. Although the elevation of the dale

is not particularly great, about 500 feet above sea level in the valley

to i.ather over 1000 feet on the ridges, the steep contours and poor soils

mainly derived from has shales have resulted in the development of a

typically upland type of farming. In Farndale as in other parts of

the North Yorkshire Moors, small farms predominate. Farndale is

entirely rural in character and so far non—agricultural development has

been almost entirely absent. It is part of the North Yorkshire Moors

National Park and has also been designated as a Nature Reserve in order

to give protection to the wild daffodils which are a popular attraction

in the spring. The population of Farndale h&j been declining for

many years and as is shown by Table 1 the rate of decline is increasing.

Table 1 Population of Farndale*

1921
1931
1951
1961
1965

persons

497
443
417
262
227 (estimate)

Parishes of East and West
Farndale.

A detailed investigation of Farndale farming was undertaken in

1957 by the present writer and a further comprehensive study was made by

Miss M. Roe in 1965.+ The availability of these studies together with

Miss A. Roe (now Ars. Lilford) prepared a dissertation while a studet
at Manchester University on "Farming and Settlement in Relation to
Geographical Features in Farndale". In the planning of the field
survey on which her dissertation is based, she was helped by Mr. M.
Black, then on the staff of the Economics Division, School of
Agricultural Sciences.
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material collected more recently and that from the agricultural

statistics for the parishes of East and West Farndale, provides

scope for an examination of the problems of adapting farming

systems and structures to changing conditions. 3E In so far

as the situation in Farndale resembles that in many of the

upland areas, such a discussion has a relevance beyond the

immediate locality.

Present Structure and Syftems of Farmil2min Farndale

The higher end of Farndale was acquired by Hull Corporation

as. long ago as 1933 for the construction of a reservoir.

This reservoir was not built but the Water Resources Board in an

Interim Report on Water Resources in the North published in

August 1967 recommends the construction of a river regulating

reservoir in Farndale and this is now the subject of negotiations

pfs a joint project by Hull, Sheffield and other authorities.

For the present, the area now owned by Hull Corporation remains

as farmland and constitutes roughly half the area of. such land

in the dale. The farms in the lower half .of the dale make up a

private estate which was acquired in 1956 by the present owner

who also has a substantial agricultural estate in the Est Riding.

In 1966, returns were made for .60 agricultural holdings in

Farndale, 48 of which had more than 20 acres of crops and grass

but only one had over 150 acres. The distribution in Table 2

shows that the most common size was from 80 to 100 acres. In

addition to crops and grass, most of the holdings have an area

of enclosed rough grazing and grazing rights on the common moors.

-.if Apart from Mrs Lilford,. acknowledgment is also
due to Nr.F.Grimshaw, N.A.A.S. Pickering,
lir.T.L.Pickering of Hull Corporation Hater Department,
Tkr.A.Uils on agent for the private estate,
farmers in Farndale and others who provided the writer
with information. The opinions expressed are hiw own.
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Distribution of Farndale Holdings by
Crops andGisskrea.1976:

7-

Acres of
Crops and 1 to 30 to 50 to 100 to 150 to
Gross 294-. 494- 99--1. 149 299-1

No. of
Holdings 15 14 24 6 1

Farming in Farndale is based almost entirely on the production of

livestock and their products and crop sales are practically non existent.

Nevertheless a limited amount of cropping is found on most farms. The

dales of the North Yorkshire Moors area contrast in this respect with

those in the Pennines where all grass farming predominates. The

difference may be attributed primarily to lower rainfall, the average

for the middle of Farndale being around 37 inches per year as against
50 inches or more in the upper Pennine dales. Crop areas as at

June 1966 are shOwn in Table 3. Records available for 1965 show

that corn was being grown on all but 10 out of 3 full—time farms.

The conditions are however, not very favourable, yields are low, normally

little over one ton per acre and the weather often makes harvesting

difficult. Most of the corn is used for feeding. The other crops

apart from potatoes which are used mainly for home consumption, are

fodder for sheep and cattle. The temporary grass consists of long

leys forming part of the arable rotation. Much of the permanent

grass is too steep or too wet for ploughing. In addition to the

enclosed rough grazings, the comon moorland covers about 6000 acres.

Much of this is heather or bracken covered and of limited value for much

of the year.
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Stock numbers in 1966 are given in Table 4. Dairy herds were

maintained on 25 of the 40 farms visited in 1965 but milk production was

generally combined with the reaiing of store stack for sale usually at

between one and two years old. The herds were small and only 5 had

more than 15 cows. Store production for sale at similar ages was

found on the farms without a dairy herd. The ratio of cattle under

one year old to cow numbers suggests that a limited importation of

calves into the dale took place.

Rather ovcr half the sheep are in hill flocks run out on the

common moors for most of the year but on many farms there is also a

small flock of draft hill ewes, or half bred ewes run on the in bye

land. Lambs are sold either as stores or fattened on grass, rape and

roots. Hill sheep flocks in the North Yorkshire Moors area are

generally of a low productivity and those in Farndale are no exception.

Lambing percentages of 60 to 70 are typical and high losses result

in low returns particularly from the sale of draft ewes. In 1965,

all the visited farms except 3 had sheep, but only 8 had flocks of

200 or more ewes.

le Area in in Farndale June 1966 

Barley

Oats and Axed Corn

Potatoes

rdangolds, Turnips and Swedes

Kale and Rape

Other Crops

Total Crops

Temporary Grass

Permanent Grass

Total Grass

Erolosed Rough Grazing

Acres

1851 *

178*

58-1

48(4

745,1

2103

284g-

141221

* includes 61,1 acres wheat
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Pigs are kept on rather more than half the farms but the numbers

are generally small. Two farms, however, had 26 pnd 34 sows
respectively in 1965. Normally weaner pigs are produced for sale

and very few are actually fattened in Farndale. Hens are still kept

on many farms with small flocks of 100 to 200 birds, often on deep

litter.

Table 4 Stock Numbers in Farndale June j9.

Cattle Cows and Heifers in-milk ) Milk
Cows in-calf Beef

Heifers in-calf
Other cattle. Over 2 years

1 to 2 years
Under 1 year

.S..112.92 Ewes for breeding
(of which hill sheep subsidy paid on)

Two tooth ewes
Other Sheep over 1 year
Sheep under 1 year

Pigs Sows
Gilts in-pig
Other pigs over 2 months

under 2 months

Poultry Laying hens and pullets
Growing pullets

Other poultry

311
188

58
46
276
608

3328
(1674)
813
552

2976

126
12
132
365

5152
2576

131

The Farndale farms are primarily family farms and little outside

help is employed. The 1966 census gives14 men over 18 and 1 youth
as being in full-time employment and a total of 18 persons engaged on
a part-time or seasonal basis. Much of this labour is represented
by members of the farm families and there is an absence of farm cottages
available for paid labour. It is not uncommon for a man to be
employed on a part week basis only.
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'Assessment of Farm Income Levels

Data from farm accounts on the incomes currentli being obtained._

on Farndale farms are not available but it has been possible to derive

estimates of net farm income on the basis of information collected

in the 1965 survey. The method used was to multiply crop acres

and stock numbers on the separate farms by appropriate gross margin

standards and then to deduct estimates of fixed costa related to labour

employed, rental value and a figure calculated on farm area for machinery

and other costs. The estimates for individual farms obtained by this

method will not be exact since the performance attained in different

enterprises varies widely from farm to farm. The overall avernge,

however, can be expected to be reasonably near to the realised level.

The distribution of the derived income estimate6 for ihdiviaual farms

which is given in Table 5, should be regarded as indicating the variation

in the income potential of the farms as now operated rather than that in

the actual realised incomes. - However, there would seem no reason to

expect that the distribution of the actual incomes would be very

different from that shown in the table. Two important points should

be noted in connection with the estimates, firstly, these net income

figures are not completely comparable with those published elsewhere

by this divisionend by the Ministry of Agriculture since no allowance

has been made for produce consumed in the farmhouse or for its rental

value, nor has account been taken of grants payable under the small

farmer sohemes.

is also excluded.

Income from off—farm activities such as contracting

Secondly, the incomes as estimated will not

necessarily be equivalent to the family incomes since the labour of

farmers' sons has been charged as an expense.
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With the above qualifications, the distribution of these derived

estimates as given in Table 5, indicates that current incomes on a

fairly high proportion of the fa ms are in all probability at low levels.

The farms with the higher estimates of £900 net income per year or more,

are mainly above average both as regards area of crops and grass, and

stocking ratios. The combination of these two factors resulted

in relatively high total gross margins which were not offset by

corresponding increases in fixed costs.

Table Derived Estimates of Net Income on Ferndale Farms

1965 Crop and Stock Numbers 4 1(7 Prices.

. Deficit Deficit
Income Income

—

No.
of
farms

£100 or
Over

£0 to
£99

£100 to
£499

£500 to
E899

£900 to
£1299

£1300 to
£1899

3 1 16 11 4 3

Average £564

The derived estimates in Table 5 can be compared with actuel
figures obtained from the accounts of 12 Ferndale farms for the 1956-7

financial year. These give the average net farm income in the

normally defined sense, as £544, with a range of from E98 to £1280 for

individual farms. Thus even 10 years ago, levels were low and there

appears to have been no improvement since then. In real terms income

levels have almost certainly fallen.
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Changes j.n Structure and Systems

It may be asked whether the continuing unsatisfactory returns -

from the Farndale farms are not due to a lack of adaptation in both

size of farm and systems of farming adopted? Could change have been

more. rapid and would it have resulted in a more satisfactory state of

affairs? There has been a certain amount of farm amalgamation but '

as Table 6 shows this has affected mainly the under 20 acre holdings which
were probably not farmed on a full—time basis. Of the larger holdings,

two with 40 acres and 32 acres respectively of crops and grass were

amalgamated into other farms between 1941 and 1957, and between 1957 .

and 1965, four farms with 58., 40, 61 and 108 acres of crops and &ass

were joined with others indicating a certain quickening of pace.

These amalgamations generally took place on the retirement of tenants.

Such retirements were usually on account of old age but two instances
are known of Ferndale farmers leaving to take up paid employment.

During the eight years from 1957 to 1965, 31 per cent of the full—time

holdings changed hands, giving an average annual rate of 3.9 per cent
which is comparable'with the overall rates quoted in Pert I. Over

one—quarter of the changes were from fathers to sons. The rate of

structural change was thus not rapid.

Table 6
!lumbers of Holdin s in Different Acreage Grupg_1244to 1966

1940 1957 1962 1966

Acres of Crops and Grass Number of
Holdings

5 to 19t 19 16 12 9
20 to 4.9-i 24 20 18 17
50 to 99t 22 23 25 24
100 to 149t
150 to 2994-3: ,

5
1

7
—

5
1

6
1

Total over 30 . 50 48 47 - 45
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Crop areas and stock numbers in 1957 and 1966 are compared in

Table 7. During this period there was a decrease in the area of

arable crops, the number of cows kept for beef increased without any
corresponding decrease in dairy cows, the number of young cattle being
reared rose by one-half, and sow numbers were increased in like propor-
tion. There wr3s a modest increase in the numbers of breeding ewes
but those of poultry fell by nearly one third. On the whole there

appears to have been a certain degree of readjustment but no very

radical change over this period. The steep fall in the number of
whole-time regular workers should, however, be noted.

Table 7 Corn arison of Cro Areas and Stock Numllgla,_1252_2Ad

Crops 1957 1966

acres acres
Corn 457 364
Roots and Fodder 224 122
Temporary Grass 864 745
Permanent Grass 1673 2103

Stock Nos. ' Nos.

Cows for milk
for beef

, 310
143

311
188

Heifers in-calf 87 58
Other Cattle Over 2,years 83 - 46

1-2 years 287 276
Under 1 year • . 

.
414 608

Breeding Ewes 2888 3328
Sows, and Gilts in-pig 89 138
Laying Hens and Pullets 7657 5252

Regular Labour ,

Whole-time 24 15
Part-time 7 11
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t,

Visiting farms in the dale confirms this impression of fairly
slow change although there have been some technical developments
since 1957. These include the partial substitution of barley
for oats and mixed corn, the replacement of Shorthorn by Friesian
cows, the greater use of combines for corn harvest, at least two
farmers having acquired their own second—hand machines, the general
use of pick—up balers for haymaking and the purchasing of baled straw
on a substantial scale fromBarms outside the dale. There are, .
however, still very few farms entirely without arable crops, intensive
grassland husbandry with, high stocking rates is practically absent,
little has been done to improve sheep production by methods such as
the winter housing of hoggs and fertiliser use is generally moderate.
There is no evidence that productivity relative to land use 'has shown
any substantial improvement. Indeed statistics in Table 8 on the
numbers of certain classes of stock, available back to 1920, suggest
that increases over the full period have been relatively modest,
especially when allowance is made for the elimination of farm horses.
The most marked increases have been in cattle numbers but this will
have been partly due to the reduction in the ages of the cattle kept
while feed purchases may have gone up over the period.

Table 8 Changes in Stock Numbers and Arable Area since 1920

Cows and
Heifers
in—milk

Total
cattle

Ewes for
Breeding

Other
Sheep +
over 1
year

Other
Sheep
under
1 year

Total
Arable
Acres

1920 235 864 2540 1039 1922 1513
1930 238 829 3279 1070 2568 1332
1940 262 825 2907 440 2249 1184
1950 314 1029 2867 433 2302 1454
1957 396 1329 2888 376 2455 1544 
1966 439 1491 3328 422 2976 1232

_

4- Excluding rams and 2 tooth ewes
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lently -thg_a_tateand.L_LLInvestrridowners

Farmers in Farndale have in recent years received substantial

financial assistance from government sources. In addition to

production grants including hill cow and hill sheep subsidies,

substantial grants have been made towards the improvement of the

income potentials of the farms. Such grants have been given chiefly

under the Hill Farming and Livestock Rearing, the Small Famer and

Farm Improvement schemes. The amounts paid under the respective

schemes between 1957 and 1966, were £3,908, £10,886 and £2,791

respectively.* The total amounts to £17,585 which is equivalent

to £5.15s. per acre of crops and grass over 10 years,.

It has not been the policy of Hull Corporation to undertake

permanent improvements on their farms on account of the reservoir

proposals but repairs are carried out as needed to keep the buildings

in order. On the privately—owned estate there ha3in contrast

been a considerable expenditure in recent years on improvements to

houses and buildings. Such improvement expenditure has in certain

years exceeded the gross rental income while total outgoings by the

estate have consistently exceeded income.

In spite of the expenditures, both state and private referred to

above, the situation is as has already been shown, still far from

satisfactory. One reason for this may be that this investment

went towards maintaining the existing farm structure rather than

towards its modification. It may indeed have retarded change.

It seems likely that there will be a change of emphasis in the future

with efforts made to create larger farm units. It should not be

assumed that such policies will automatically be successful and the

factors determining or otherwise the viability of the Farndale farms

require careful examination.

* Source: M.A.F.F. Divisional Office, Northallerton.

a I
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Production Possibilities ,on Existing Farms

The typical Farndale farm with around 50 acres of crops and grass

and some rough and moorland grazing need not necessarily be an ,

unviable unit. Following the 1957 study a detailed examination was

made of the scope for re-organising production on a modal-type farm ,

with 53 acres of crops and grass and 28 -acres of enclosed rough grazing.
Even with existing standards of enterprise, efficiency and with. •

limitations on stock numbers due to a lack of buildings, it appeared:

that a net farm income in the region of' £1,350 could be obtained with

prevailing prices. .Alternative plans based on either a dairy herd -

which, was limited by the availability of .buildings to 8 cows or a •

herd, of suckler cows both appeared likely to give this level of income.

The plans in either case included a fairly large area of oats .

(12 to 18-i acres) and 6 acres, or one fifth of the croppable- land,

under potatoes for seed. Other enterprises included were pigs, .

poultry, lamb fattening on rape and in some oases a small hill sheep

flock. In retrospect it is probable that these plans would have

been too demanding on the farmers both in respect of physical labour

requirements and of managerial capacity to have given the anticipated

results. Potatoes for seed for instance in 1957 were assessed as.

giving the high gross margin of £74.5 per acre which made them an

ap par ent ly aut omatic choice where the altitude was sit fi ci ent

Yet although there-is some production of-seed potatoes in the

surrounding districts; no Farndale farmer seems to have been willing

to tackle the undoubted problems that s'uCh an enterprise would involve,

both from the technical aspects and in bringirig in casual labour from

outside the dale. 11xclusion of potatoes from the 1957 plans
reduced the potential income by about £350.

• The 1957 plans envisaged an extension of the cereal area yet
over the dale as a whole this has decreased. In spite of only a

per .moderate yie ld assumption, the gros s margin
/ 
acre from oats was put at

x This is 'described briefly in Clarke G.B. and Simpson 1.0."
"A Theoretical Approach to the Profit Maximisation Problems
in Farm Management". Journal of Agricultural Ec onomics 9
X111.3. 1959.
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£23.51 on the assumption that the grain and straw should be valued at

buying rather than selling prices and that harvest would be by binder.

With this gross margin, oats compared favourably with other land-using

enterprises apart from dairy cows, and of course potatoes. Cropping

restrictions limited potatoes, and the availability of buildings and the

high labour requirements resulting from the inconvenient layout of these

restricted the number of dairy caws that a)uld be kept. Buildings

still limit stock numbers on most Farndale farms but corn growing has

lost some of its advantage since with combining and the associated

operations of spraying, grain drying and in some instances baling,

undertaken by contract, the variable costs have increased ancl. the gross

margin has fallen in consequence. With less labour available in the

dale, the use of the older methods of harvesting which depended to a

considerable degree an mutual co-operation between neighbours involving

little cash expenditure, is no longer possible on many farms.

The profitability of small farm flocks of poultry has greatly

decreased since 1957 and a 300 hen flock w ould now contribute very much

less than the £256 assumed for the 1957 plans, indeed it might leave no

positive margin. Farndale is too remote for farm gate egg sales to be

of much significance.

In the light of the above comments, it seems unlikely that ;the 1957

plans which were based mainly on finding more profitable combinations of

existing enterprises, would provide an effective answer. in the

circumstances of today. .0-tiler means must be sought. If the capital

were available,, intensive pig or poultry production based on purchased

feed might be considered but Farndale has no particular advantages as a

location for this kind of production. In fact, the absence of

level sites would hinder the erection of suitable buildings. There

might, however, be some possibilities for expanding the production of

weaner pigs with the use of rough field shelters for saw housing - two

or three farmers in the dale have gone,some way in this direction in keeping

up to 20 sows each.
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A more appropriate development for Farndale farms would seem to

be the development of dairying on more intensive lines than at

present. With a moderately high stocking rate, a 50-acre farm

without other stock ought to carry 24 milk cows and their heifer

replacements. With fairly modest gross margins of £70 per cow and

£50 per heifer reared, these would bring in an aggregate gross margin

of £1,930 which might perhaps be supplemented by hill sheep, or pigs.

At existing levels of rent, the fixed costs on such a farm with no

paid labour employed should not exceed £500 so apparently leaving a net

income of over £1,400. This would be reduced in practice since it

is unlikely that even a modest herd of the size proposed could be rim

by one man without major alterations to the buildings, the cost of which

would add appreciably to fixed cost levels. Some paid relief labour

might in any case be needed. On most Farnd.a.le farms the present

layout of buildings is highly inconvenient and must result in very high

requirements per head. Many of the stock have to be Impt in small

boxes and cows often have to be transferred fro t .Sighfgilking in

the byre. Innovations such as self-feed silage are out of the

question. The owner of the private estate is willing to make

building improvements on the basis of the addition of 10 per cent cf

the cost net of grants, to the farm rent . The tenants have shown no

desire to incur extra obligations on this basis although it would seem

to their benefit to incur extra payments say of the order of £6 per

cow to provide a cubicle building and milking parlour for the herd if

this permitted an expansion in cow numbers.

An example of the potential for dairying in this area is provided

by De,rnholm Farm at Goathland, about ten miles from Farndale.

On this 96-acre moorland farm, 61 cows were carried together with

replacement young stock in 1964/65. Heavy use of fertil.isers,

3f. R.T.P.Allan and Glyn Williams (1965)

"Moorland Dairy Farm", 1.0 J. Agricultural Division.
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costing over £10 per acre in 1964, was needed to achieve this rate of

stocking but combined with good herd management, it resulted in a

gross margin of over £6,500 from grazing livestock in the 1964-65

costings year. This satisfactory position was reached only after a

'number of years during which considerable capital outlays were made on

buildings and equipment while management advice was. obtained through the

I.C.I. Scheme. It may not be easy to repeat the level of

achievement elsewhere but this example shows that dairy herds can give

good returns on farms in this area.

Not all of the Farnclale farms are equally suitable for dairying,

some in particular having access difficul-bies which hinder milk

collection and for these the rearing of . beef calves from a suckler herd

is probably the best alternative with the existing hill cow subsidy and

winter keep grants totalling £21.5s. per cow annually. These grants

are at present paid on virtually all the beef-type cows kept in the dale.

Even with the subsidies, however, the comparison with dairying is

unfavourable, the standard gross margins calculated for this study are

£60 for dairy cows and £37 for beef cows. The difference might be

partially offset by the beef herd leaving the farmer moire time to

develop subsidiary enterprises such as sheep, pigs or even seed potatoes

but limitations on the size of herd would make it yew difficult to

attain an adequate total income. Hill cow subsidies are limited to a

stocking rate of one cow to five acres of farm area including rough

grazings, 22 of the 30 recorded farms had less than 100 acres and 50

would be restricted to 20 or fewer cows returning a gross margin of

under £740.

With present flock sizes and poor performance, hill sheep are

unlikely to make a big contribution to the economy of most Farndale

farms vhile ewe flocks on enclosed grassland in a recent Leeds costing

study gave an average jgross masEin of only_sjr. over £10  per acre. 

N.D.Lilwall (1967) Economic tspects cf Sheep Production

in Two .Lreas of Yorkshire, Farmers! Report No.174
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It would seem a fair conclusion that most of the existing Farnd.ale

farms on which- milk .production is possible, could b!jnade into viable

units- giving a fairly adequate income but that the position is more

diffloul-b where relIance lEti3 1u c.,mbblv, wad cheep. Production

of weaner pigs has some'.possibilities but Farndale has no‘particular

advantage for this enterprise.

Conditions  for Achieving New Pro ducti on. Sypt Pins,

While the possibilities do exist for a substantial improvement on

at 1 east some ar the Farndale farms, it s eems rath er unlike ly that the

needed changes will he undertaken by the present occupiers whose

financial resources in most cases are almost certainly too restricted to

enable them to contemplate building up to the desirable levels of stocking

intensity even if the landlwners would punvide the necessary buildings.

New systems would seem most likely to be introduced if new tenants with

adequate resources took over the farms as they became vacant. However,

while there has been so far no difficulty in finding tenants for Farndale

farms, these have mostly been either from tenants' families or have

had a farmworkers background and in consequence have generally had no

more than a minimum of capital. It is possible that larger farms

created by the amalgamation of existing holdings would attract better

endowed tenants and the scope for amalgamation is now taken into

account when farms are relet.

Problems in Amalgamation

While amalgamation may be desirable there are considerable

obstacles in the way of achieving an effective policy. One is that

vacated farms are not necessarily those most suitable for amalgamation.

Adding a vacant farm to the next adjoining one is not a very satisfactory

solution if the remaining tenant has insufficient capital to run even

one holding adequately. The benefits of amalgamation are unlikely

to be achieved without substantial re-equipping and new building so that

4
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the larger unit can be run without additions to the labour force.

Sections 26 and 28 of the 196 7 Agriculture Act. make provision for

grants and loans towards work including building work,which is a

direct consequence of the amalgamation of uncommercial units. On the

standard man days classification used by the Ministry, the majority of

Palmdale farms would seem likely to be classed as uncommercial although

many would be in the intermediate category. (Table 9)

Table 9. Distribution of Farndale Farms by Standard Man  Days

(1965 Crops and Stock)

Standard Man Days

per Farm

No.of Farms

Uncommercial Commercial

275 to 599

Intermediate) 600 and over

It is too early to assess the extent that these grants will be taken

up. Whether assisted by grants or not, a landowner has to take

regard of the appropriateness of new buildings not only for present

conditions but also for those of the future. It is not easy to

decide on the size of farm appropriate in the longer term.

Consideration is needed as -b the desirable levels ofincome,

employment and capital investment relative to the types'of farming

adopted. The equivalent of a farmer worker's earnings, say £700

per year, has sometimes been thought of as a minimum income target but

the Wise Committee on Statutory Sm.allholdin.gs regarded £1,200 as

necessary to enable a smallholder to support his family at a reasonable

standard of living, to pay interest on and repay any borrowed capital

and progressively develop his farming enterprise and thus build up

his capital for the future. The latter figure is more realistic

if indeed sufficient for all the purposes listed - it can be expected

to rise in the future. In setting income targets, it should not

be overlooked, however, that there are farmers including some of those

in Farndale, who are reasonably content with levels of income which

are well below these. Disturbance from their farms on this account

would be =justified.
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With regard to employment potential, there would seem advantages in

units which provide employment for two men or more. The one-man

operated farm imposes a considerable strain particularly if dairy cows

are kept. There is no reserve for sickness or holidays and the need

to find employment for sons as they grow up creates problems particularly

where, as in Farndale, there are few opportunities of outside employment

for those living at home.

The risks to the owners in undertaking substantial investment on

these upland farms are not negligible: The Farmers' Vieekly spent nearly

E7,000 over seven years in equipping their 75-acre Broadley Farm in

the Welsh Black Mountains where conditi ons are not dis milar from

those in Farndale, without making it a viable unit. At proadley, however,

both milk production and an increase in farm area were purpusely ruled

out. Tenants even if carefully selected for enlarged and re-equipped

farms, may not prove as competent as expected or nay leave after a

fairly short period. Structures built to suit one tenant may have

less attraction for others. Landlords do not have the control over

their tenants' activities that they possessed when their investment

was at its zenith in the nineteenth centuxy.

Alternatives for Farndale

It is in the circumstances not easy to *suggest appropriat e policies

of land management for Farndale. It does, however, seem that the

aim ought to be the eventual creation of considerably larger farms than

those at present existing and with this in mind, it might be wise to

concentrate development specifically on farmsteads chosen to farm the

nuclei of the enlarged farms. With an appropriate layout an 80-cow

dairy herd can conveniently be handled by one uan. Together with herd

replacements,. such a herd would need around 150 acres of land in Farndale.

To give a two-man unit and allowing for fodder production for the dairy

herd, a sheep enterprise partly run on the rough grazing and moorlands

and the outdoor rearing of pigs might be added. There is perhaps still
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scope for seed potato production particularly if this was organised

on a co-operative basis within the dale. This type of set-up

would need farms with at least 200 acres of crops and grass.

Examination of the farm boundary map shows tint the 25 farms in the

lower part of the dale could be formed into 7 farms with from 175 to
282 acres of crops and grass and average of 230 acres. Such a

reorganisation might result in farm employment being halved but there

at least would be the opportunity for those who remained to achieve

satisfactory incomes. The social consequences of the further fall

in the working population would be considerable especially when the

reservoir on the Hu.11 Corporation land is eventually completed. It is

difficult to see how such a fall can be prevented in the long run

unless new employment opportunities are created in the district such

as forestry.

It can be argued that an appropriate policy might be to let the

enlarged farms at relatively low rents while giving the tenants

permission to erect such buildings and structures as they require but

with a maximum limit on the amount of tenant right on quitting.

The rapidity of obsolescence makes it necessary to build with shorter

horizons than previously, using perhaps less durable materials, so

blurring the traditional distinct ions between landlora s and tenant's

capital. Tenants may be able to construct or adapt buildings more

cheaply than landlords, particularly by using their own labour at

slack times, and they may have a preference for this in that their own

particular requirements are likely to be more closely met.

An alternative policy to that of creating larger self-contained

farms would be to let existing farms cheaply as grazing land.

This would entail letting to farmers off the Farndale estate and the

acceptance of some deterioration in the farms . It would seem

pos sible that grazing in Farndale c ol)ld form a useful c omolement to t he

more arable based farms in the corallian limestone zone lying immediately

to the Soutt of the dale. Such a policy might not be unprofitable
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to the owners since their maintenance costs on buildings and houses

would be reduced. Letting farms on annual grazing tenancies might

be a means of keeping vacated farms in suspense until complete

re-organisation became possible. Two adjoining farms were recently

taken in hand and farmed by the estate but this proved to be an

unprofitable venture and would not seem a satisfactory means of

achieving a re-organisation.

Continuing and more rapid change in the structure of Farndale

farming is probable. In so far as it is possible to Give direction

to this change a forward-looking approach should be adopted aimed at

the formation of farming units capable of providing adequate incomes

both now and for some title- in the future. A criticism of past policies

is that they were based on improving standards on the basis of the

existing structure rather than facilitating the emergence of a new

structure. The 1967 Agriculture Act now goes some way towards the

second objective through the provision of retirement and amalgamation

grants. Development Boards can be set up under this Act to meet the

special problems of the development and need of rural areas of hills

and uplands. The Boards are to have powers to acquire land or farming

businesses by agreement with the owners, to control land sales in their

area, to manage, improve or farm land held by them and to provide

services and equipment for their tenants. No plans have yet been

announced for the setting up of a Rural Development Board for the North

Yorkshire Moors area. If one were to be set up, it could be

subject to the financial resources provided for it by the Treasury,

facilitate change in Farndale but the problems concerning the

desirable direction of the change would still remain as discussed above.




